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Date: April 24, 2017 
TO:  All Bidders 
RE:  PROVISION OF PC DEPLOYMENT SERVICES FOR CORPORATE HARDWARE 

REFRESH  
Our File Number: 2017-RFP-12 
 

ADDENDUM # 1 
 

Please see below clarification to this RFP documents issued on April 06th, 2017. This addendum 
forms part of the contract documents and is to be read, interpreted, and coordinated with all other 
parts. The cost of all contained herein is to be included in the contract sum. The following revisions 
supersede the information contained in the original clarifications/specifications issued for the above-
named project to the extent referenced and shall become part thereof.  
 

Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by inserting its number and date on the RFP Form. Failure to 
do so may subject the bidder to disqualification. 
 

 “The Niagara Region currently has an HP inventory for all hardware including desktops and laptops 
and uses mainstream enterprise tools all imaging and application deployment.” 
 

Q1) Does The Niagara Region already have the assets, that are to be used for lifecycle? 
A1) Assets will be ordered from HP Inc. and are expected to be shipped to the Successful   
       Proponent’s storage location once a selection has been made. 
 

Q2) Does the Niagara Region expect that the new assets, are imaged and configured onsite at a  
       central facility, of the Niagara Region? 
A2) The Assets will be imaged by HP Inc. at time of purchase and shipped to the Successful  
       Proponent ready for deployment.  
 

Q3) Is the required lifecycle for desktop/laptop systems only, or will a lifecycle for monitors, docking  
       station, and other peripherals also be required. 
A3) Only what is in the RFP is to be required at this time – Desktops, laptops, docking stations,  
       keyboards, mice and cables(where applicable).  There are no monitor replacements required by  
       the Successful Proponent. 
 

Q4) Will the same single image will be installed on all systems? 
A4) Each PC will be arriving imaged from HP Inc., with a single consistent image and ready for  
       deployment. 
 

Q5) Is storage of new assets to include only systems, or will monitors, docking stations, bags, or  
       other peripherals be required? 
A5) HP Inc would ship everything that would be required for installation to the various locations to  
       the Successful Proponent including Docking Stations and peripherals.  Bags and monitors will  
       not be included.  If anything additional was required, Niagara Region staff would provide it. 
 

Q6) Is there a requirement for any desk side application installation, outside SCCM/Script please  
       describe/list? 
A6) At this time, this is not a requirement.  
 

Q7) Is there a requirement for any desk side application configuration, outside of running the Script,  
       please describe/list? 
A7) At this time, this is not a requirement. 
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Q8) Is there a requirement for user data migration, outside of running the Script? 
A8) At this time, this is not a requirement. 
 
Q9) Can you provide the estimated time it will take for Appendix I – Script to run from start to full  
       completion? 
A9) The script was a sample to demonstrate the level of involvement required.  At this time, Niagara   
       Region estimates the current sample script of Appendix I could take anywhere from 30 to 60  
       minutes to fully complete. 
 
Q10) Please describe further the encryption installation, and length of time to complete this.  Does  
         the technician need to be present up until the encryption is completed?  
A10) The encryption process will be included as part of the final detailed script that Niagara Region  
         and the Successful Proponent will confirm together.  The process will likely take about 5  
         minutes to complete and will not need to be done on all computers, only mobile devices and  
         Public Health equipment. 
 
Q11) Referencing Appendix I #11, are we required to assist/support the end user with any additional  
         application installation.  
A11) At this time, the Niagara Region is only looking at the Successful Proponent being required to   
         initiate an encryption install on a portion of our user’s equipment as described above. 
 
Q12) If there is a requirement for packaging disposal, can this be done with onsite bins, property of  
         Niagara Region? 
A12) Niagara Region is expecting the Successful Proponent to remove all packaging from the work  
         areas and dispose of it.  Niagara Region has recycling bins and trash bins on site that will be  
         available to the Successful Proponent.  It is the expectation of Niagara Region that the  
         Successful Proponent would be responsible for ensuring that there is no packaging or garbage  
         left in staff work areas or staging/storage areas at the end of a day. 
 
Q13) Will all deployment activities be completed during standard business hours? 
A13) It is expected that all deployment activities are to be completed during Office hours (8:00am –  
        4:30pm) but this can be discussed with the Successful Proponent if there is an advantage to  
        Niagara Region completing work outside of this window. 
 
Q14) Do the old assets need to be removed immediately or can they be stored at a central location  
         onsite up until pickup or shipping is arranged? 
A14) Outside of our Niagara Region Headquarters location, there will be minimal storage space  
         available.  It is ideal for the assets to be removed as quickly as possible and ideally on the day  
         of.  Niagara Region doesn’t anticipate to supply a storage location for disposed assets at any  
         sites, however there will be some space available at Region headquarters where the majority  
         of installs will take place. 
 

Q15) Is there a hold period for systems, before they are data/wipe?  I.e.: 2 weeks. 
A15) A hold period is not anticipated to be required. 
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Q16) Can the disk wipe be completed at the Region of Niagara location(s), and/or office? 
A16) The only site where there would be adequate resources available to perform disk wipes would  
         be at the Niagara Region Headquarters building.  The Region could supply a small area for this  
         to be completed by the Successful Proponent if requested. 
 
Q17) How far in advance of the refresh start date will we get the units? 
A17) It is the intention of the Niagara Region to work with the Successful Proponent’s Project team  
         to establish a date that is acceptable for all parties. 
 
Q18) Will the units he shipped in one big shipment or incrementally? 
A18) A single shipment or multiple shipments could likely be accommodated depending on the  
         Successful Proponent’s requirements.  This can be discussed after vendor selection. 
 
Q19) Who is responsible for migrating the data from the old unit and then restore it on the new  
         machine? 
A19) The successful vendor’s team would migrate the data and restore it as per our sample process  
         provided in Appendix I. 
 
Q20) Related to the above, will the date migration process be done over the network or via USB  
         keys? I’m assuming via the network based on the script in Appendix 1 which is a sample  
         script/scope of what NR is looking for. 
A20) It is intended to be done via the network with the use of a script. 
 
Q21) If via USB keys can our techs use their own or the NR provide them? 
A21) Any additional tools and peripherals that proponent would like to use in the deployment of  
         the units are to be provided by the Successful Proponent. 
 
Q22) Who will provide the DoD data wiping software, Niagara Region or can we use our own? 
A22) It’s the expectation of Niagara Region that he Successful Proponent would provide their own  
         wipe software that ensures the requirement of a DoD standard is met, and provide an  
         appropriate certificate of destruction. 

 
 Q23) Can we get an inventory of the hardware we’ll be decommissioning and trying to get some         
              remarketing value for…make and models # by location? Are responsible for the removed assets? 

 
A23) Niagara Region can provide a detailed hardware inventory for the Successful Proponent.  Our  
         current fleet consists of the following:  Laptops/Tablets: HP Elitebook 2760p, HP Elitebook 810  
         G1, HP Elitebook 8560p, HP Elitebook 8570p, Desktops are HP8200 SFF, HP 8300 SFF,  
         Workstations Class Desktops are HP Z600 and HP Z620.  The Region estimate the breakdown  
         to be 50% desktops and 50% laptops with a very small number of workstation class computers  
         (approx. 5% of the units)  
 

         The Successful Proponent is responsible to remove all assets 
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Q24) Does the Region have a migration software preference 
A24) There will not be a requirement for the Successful Proponent to migrate software.  This will be  
         done outside of the deployment services to be provided, as describe in the Niagara Region’s  
         responsibilities in Objective 2. 
 
Q25) For the secure decommissioning of the replaced workstations, is the preference drive wipe over  
         drive destruction? 
A24) Niagara Region expects the Units to undergo a process of a secure wipe as per the DoD  
         standards and best practices. 
 

Q26) Will a site contact be available at each deployment to coordinate site readiness for receiving,  
         staging and deployment? 
A26) Niagara Region site coordinators will available to assist the Successful Proponent where  
         required as an escalation point.  It is the expectation of the Niagara Region that the Successful  
         Proponent will manage their provided resources and planned work accordingly. 
 

Q27) Will a staging area be provided at each location? Will it be equipped with power and access to the  
         LAN? 
A27) Each staging area will range in size, depending on the location, and where possible, will have  
         access to power.  Niagara Region does not anticipate access to the LAN as being required at  
         staging; the first access point in the sample deployment process requiring LAN access will be  
         at the individual work stations of Niagara Region staff who are having units replaced. 
 

Q28) Will a comprehensive list of units being replaced be provided by the Region? 
A28) This will be provided to the Successful Proponent.  
 
Q29) Re Objective#3  PC  Decommission; After the hard drives are Secure wiped , as acceptable to  
         you, (a) do you need the hard drives  delivered back to you. (b) do you need us to destroy the  
         hard drives  
A29) As described in  Objective #3, after a secure wipe as per the DoD standards and best practices,  
         Niagara Region requests a proposal of a scenario that would provide the opportunity to recoup a  
         financial return to Niagara Region through the recycle or resale of the wiped Units. 
 

 Any and all Addenda is to be acknowledged in the spaces provided on the Form of Proposal.  
All other terms and conditions remain unchanged. 
 

_______JAYAN_____ 

Jayan Perera, CSCMP 
Purchasing Agent 
 
 

c. Debby Riesebosch 
 2017-RFP-12 
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